CloudBox Podium
®

”...is a powerful, easy to use system for producing webcasts
from meetings, conferences, press conferences and other
events where it is beneficial to combine video pictures with
supplementary information displayed as text or Power Point.

CloudBox Podium handles speakers lists, topics, appendices,
PowerPoint slides, viewers' questions and uploading of on-demand
webcasts with searchable sections. All is done quickly and efficiently.

Wide browser support
Adobe Flash Player is used for presentation in viewers' web browsers.
Flash is the most common format on the Internet and is compatible with
all major operatings systems and web browsers such as Safari, Chrome,
Firefox, Opera and Internet Explorer so you can reach a very wide
audience.

Built-in interactivity
Questions from viewers are handled via an in-built form in the Flash
Player. Questions can also be sent in and read from mobile telephones
with iPhone or Android.
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System requirements
Windows 7 is recommended for the PC running CloudBox Podium.
Windows XP and Vista are also supported.
The network must accept outgoing and incoming calls from FTP, HTTP,
and Flash Streaming protocols.
The transmitting PC must meet the performance requirements of Adobe
Flash Media Live Encoder 3.1 (or later) which can be found on the
Adobe web site: www.adobe.com.
The transmitting PC must have an interface for video signals. This can
be USB, FireWire, an internal card for video capture etc. The interface
must be compatible with Adobe Flash Media Live Encoder.
The Flash video stream generated by Flash Media Live Encoder is sent
over the network to a Flash Media Server or compatible product.
The uploading speed to the Flash Media Server must be at least twice
the data rate used for the video stream. The time required for uploading
an on-demand transmission is dependent upon the bandwidth of the uplink to the Flash Media Server. The faster the up-link the shorter the time.
The Flash player used in the viewer's computer must be on a web server
that is accessible from the transmitting computer via FTP. The upload
speed from the FTP server must be at least 1MBit/second. Depending on
the number of viewers, the web server and infrastructure must be able to
handle at least one call every five seconds from each potential viewer.
Important: The Web server may not cache or delay control files
published by CloudBox Podium. Control files uploaded via FTP must be
accessible in a fraction of a second via the web server after uploading.
Viewers browsers must support at least Flash 9.0.124.
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Technical over-view
CloudBox Podium is based on Microsoft .Net 3.5 SP1. Installation is
made from ungap's website and each installation is automatically checked
to ensure that the software is always the latest version.
CloudBox Podium uses Adobe Flash video technology. And the webcast
technician uses Adobe Flash Media Live Encoder to connect the video
stream to a Flash Media Server or compatible product.
The CloudBox Flash player is available in three versions:
1. Malmö – a compact and effective player that can show the topic and
current speaker as well as a list of topics and appendices.
2. Landskrona – a player with a larger video picture and different
layout but otherwise has the same features Malmö.
3. Finance – a player with PowerPoint support. Viewers see the current
speaker, topic and PowerPoint slide.

Installation in brief
It is easy to install CloudBox Podium:
• Check that your system and infrastructure fullfills the system
requirements.
• Open a CloudBox Podium account with ungap AB to be able to login.
• ungap's service technician installs CloudBox Flash Player and sets up a
file structure on the web server. This structure is completely open and
accessible to the customer.
• Install CloudBox Podium via ungap's web site.
Now you are ready to use CloudBox Podium to make indexed live
webcasts’ with PowerPoint, speakers’s list and Q&A sessions!

Integration in CMS-system
For playback, CloudBox Podium uses a Flash player that is embedded
in an HTML page.
The web page can be displayed in an IFRAME, or in a separate window
on the customer's web site, or as an <object> tag in any web page.
The link to the website is unique for each presentation and can therefore
be registered and used in any CMS system.
Each presentation has an XML file that describes the textual
transmission and a video still image. This information can be combined
to present the webcast attractively on any CMS system.
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Action before, during and after a web cast
Before transmission use CloudBox Podium to create a player for the
transmission, prepare texts and PowerPoint slides.
To prepare the images and texts they are dragged and dropped into
various lists: one list is for PowerPoint slides, another is for speakers'
names and the third list is for topics.
During live transmission CloudBox Podium is used to synchronize texts
and slides with the presentation in front of the camera.
Texts and slides are time-stamped to be synchronized in the Flash
Player with what is happening in the presentation.
After live transmission, with the aid of CloudBox, the recorded video
file is uploaded to a Flash Media Server.
After uploading the file the Flash player is automatically set in replay
mode so that viewers can see the on-demand recording. The same
indexing of items generated during the live webcast is now used to
control Flash Player's display of texts and slides.
By browsing, indexed texts and slides can be found and thus a specific
section of the video can be shown immediately.
Further adjustments to the on-demand broadcast can be made using the
timeline editor where clips can be added, removed or replaced and the
timing adjusted.

About ungap
Webcasting is in an expansionary phase. Public
interest is growing and companies and organizations
have new requirements to communicate quickly and
effectively with increasing numbers of viewers.
ungap has more than ten years experience with
web casting and has worked on tools for streaming
media, especially for live webcasts, from the very
beginning.
info@ungap.com
http://www.ungap.com

The name ungap is pronounced un-gap and is derived
from removing the gaps between people and in technology.
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